Oral Manifestations of Dermatologic Disease: A Focus on Lichenoid Lesions
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**Abstract:** Lichenoid changes in the oral mucosa can be encountered in a wide range of lesions with varied etiologies including immune-mediated disorders, reactions to systemic medications and to dental materials. Dysplasia of the oral cavity can exhibit a lichenoid histology, which may mask the potentially cancerous component. Another unusual clinical disease, proliferative verrucous leukoplakia, can often mimic oral lichen planus clinically requiring careful correlation of the clinical and pathologic features.
**Introduction:** An immune mediated disease of unknown etiology oral lichen planus (OLP) is a chronic inflammatory disease of variable severity that can wax and wane over a long period of time. A number of clinical as well as microscopic mimics of OLP exist making diagnosis challenging at times. Oral lichenoid lesions from systemic drug exposure or local allergic contact hypersensitivity are well documented (1). Other immune-mediated diseases including mucous membrane pemphigoid, graft vs. host disease, and lupus erythematosus can share common clinical and histological features with OLP (2). Oral lichenoid lesions requires that both the clinician and pathologist have broad experience of the varied clinical presentations to develop an accurate differential diagnoses. The exact incidence of malignant transformation of OLP is unknown although there have been a few well-documented cases (3). An important diagnostic consideration to pathologists however is oral epithelial dysplasia with a “lichenoid” pattern. Similar to lichen planus, lichenoid dysplasias exhibit a prominent band-like, chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate subjacent to the basal cells. On closer examination abnormal maturation, mitoses and/or dyskeratosis may be appreciated, features of epithelial dysplasia and not oral lichen planus (4). Proliferative verrucous leukoplakia, both a clinical and microscopic mimic of OLP needs to be considered when a patient with multiple oral lichenoid lesions shows histologically varying degrees of dysplasia, verrucous carcinoma, or conventional squamous cell carcinoma (5).
Discussion

Oral Lichen Planus

Lichen planus is a relatively common immune-mediated disease and next to cutaneous lichen planus, the oral lesions are the most common presentation.(6). OLP is the only disease manifestation in up to 35% of patients and is nearly always bilateral or multifocal (1). In the oral cavity there are three major clinical presentations: reticular, erythematous, and erosive (7).

A clinician familiar with both the clinical and histologic features of lichen planus can be of great assistance to the pathologists. Because the diagnosis of lichen planus requires evaluation of the basement membrane zone, biopsies of OLP ideally include intact epithelium rather than just the ulcerative component.

The microscopic features of OLP are highly variable and depend in some part to whether the biopsy was from a hypertrophic, atrophic, or erosive lesion. A “sawtooth” pattern of the rete can be observed in OLP, but the epithelium can also appear acanthotic or atrophic corresponding to the clinical presentation. Interface dermatitis is a hallmark of OLP. Hydropic degeneration of the basal cells with scattered dyskeratotic keratinocytes (Civatte, colloid, hyaline, or cytoid bodies) along the epithelial interface is seen (8). At the basement zone, hugging the basal cells is a band-like, predominately T lymphocyte, inflammatory cell infiltrate. Generally the inflammation is superficial rather than deep and perivascular inflammation in not generally noted. Biopsies of erosive OLP lack many of the histologic
hallmarks of lichen planus and arriving at a definitive diagnosis can be difficult. In fact it has been reported that as many as 50% of OLP cases lack clinicopathologic correlation (9).

Malignant transformation of oral lichen planus to squamous cell carcinoma has been reported although the exact incidence is unknown (4, 7, 10-12). The well-documented cases of malignant transformation in long-standing OLP often occurred in poorly controlled erosive or atrophic form (4). Some reported cases of malignant transformation of OLP were based on clinical features alone and never had pathologic confirmation. In this author’s opinion the presence of dysplasia in a lichenoid lesion should not be diagnosed as lichen planus and rather be diagnosed as epithelial dysplasia. One exception is the presence of a superimposed candidal infection that can cause reactive epithelial atypia.

**Drug Related Oral Lichenoid Lesions**

Many systemic medications can cause oral lichenoid reactions (OLR) although the exact incidence is unknown and the pathogenesis is unclear (1-3). The onset of a drug related lichenoid reaction and initial medication use vary widely, from weeks to over a year (13). No standardized criteria for the diagnosis of OLR exist, however if a temporal relationship can be identified discontinuing the offending medication is recommended. OLR lesions can take many months or longer to resolve. Similar to OLP, OLR can present clinically with either reticular or erosive patterns but unlike OLP that is a multifocal and/or bilateral disease, OLR lesions often present as a single lesion. Commonly reported medications that cause can cause OLR include antihypertensives, nonsteroidal inflammatory drugs, antimalarials, and HIV antiretrovirals (14-15).
The microscopic features of drug-related lichenoid lesions share many similarities to OLP with notable differences. The inflammatory infiltrate in OLR is more diffuse and extends deeper into the lamina propria rather than the band-like infiltrate seen in OLP. In addition to lymphocytes both plasma cells and eosinophils may be seen (2, 14). Increased numbers of dyskeratotic keratinocytes (colloid or Civatte bodies) may be present in OLR compared to OLP. A perivascular chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate can be seen in drug related lichenoid lesions, which is an uncommon finding in OLP. However, these microscopic features are not specific and rely on clinical information including a temporal association with any systemic medications.

**Oral Lichenoid Contact Reaction**

There are a variety of agents that are known to cause an oral lichenoid contact reaction including dental materials and flavoring agents (16-17). Most lesions can mimic OLP clinically although the lesions occur at the site of contact with the offending material. Amalgam restorations can cause lichenoid lesions and are found on the buccal mucosa or the tongue in direct contact with the amalgam. Cinnamon can induce stomatitis that has a characteristic histology. In oral lichenoid contact reactions when the offending agent is removed the lesions quickly resolve.

The pathology of oral lichenoid contact reactions is not specific and overlaps with OLP. Amalgam associated oral lichenoid reactions however can have such a dense lymphocytic infiltrate that lymphoid follicles called tertiary follicles may form (15). Cinnamon-induced oral lichenoid lesions demonstrate marked epithelial acanthosis with elongated rete ridges.
and unlike OLP, the inflammatory infiltrate contains plasma cells, histiocytes and
eosinophils in addition to lymphocytes (17). Interface mucositis may be evident in
cinnamon stomatitis and a deep perivascular infiltrate is seen.

"Lichenoid Dysplasia": Oral Dysplasia and Proliferative Verrucous Leukoplakia

An unusual form of leukoplakia that is a clinical and pathologic mimic of OLP is
proliferative verrucous leukoplakia (PVL). PVL was first described in 1985 and can be a
diagnostic challenge, especially in its early presentation (5). The demographics and
clinical presentation share similarities to OLP. Most reported patients are older females,
many without a history of tobacco or alcohol abuse who present with oral lesions of long
standing (18, 19). The lesions are multifocal similar to oral lichen planus and have a
propensity for the gingiva, palate, tongue and buccal mucosa (18). The hard palate can be
involved which is an unusual location for OLP, however similar to OLP the ventral tongue
and floor of mouth is uncommon location. The lesions vary in appearance ranging from
hyperkeratotic plaques to erythematous atrophic areas or frank ulceration.

Microscopically, oral dysplasia can sometimes exhibit a band-like inflammatory infiltrate
which on low-power can mimic lichen planus (12). This type of dysplasia has sometimes
been called “lichenoid dysplasia” although the use of this term is discouraged to avoid
clinical mismangement (4, 7). The inflammatory infiltrate is usually composed of both
lymphocytes and plasma cells with migration of inflammatory cells through the epithelium.
Varying degrees of cytologic atypia is present (18). Compared to OLP, the malignant
transformation rate is reportedly higher in oral lichenoid lesions that do not have all the
typical clinical and histologic features of OLP (20). These studies again emphasize the importance of both clinical and pathologic correlation in making the diagnosis of oral lichen planus.

PVL can exhibit a wide range of histologic features; from hyperkeratosis without dysplasia, to more lichenoid features with a band-like lymphocytic infiltrate, to dysplasia, verrucous carcinoma or conventional type squamous cell carcinoma (16). Early lesions can have a unique pattern referred to as atypical epithelial (verrucous) hyperplasia with varying degrees of keratosis with little to no dysplasia. There is some histologic overlap with verrucous carcinoma, however the rete are usually not as bulbous as verrucous carcinoma. Unlike conventional oral squamous cell carcinoma, often the site of malignant transformation in PVL is the attached gingiva, palate, or dorsal tongue.

Conclusions

Oral lichenoid lesions can be a diagnostic challenge for the pathologist due to the tremendous overlap in the clinical and pathologic presentation of many inflammatory, reactive, and immune-mediated disorders than commonly involve the oral mucosa. Ideally good clinical information will accompany the biopsy specimen including site, presentation and other relevant information as an accurate diagnosis cannot be made in a vacuum. It is critical that dysplastic changes in lichenoid lesions not be overlooked to ensure appropriate treatment for the patient.
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